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Abstract 

Induction motors play a vital role in various industrial applications due to their commendable 

efficiency and reliability. However, their susceptibility to faults, especially in challenging industrial 

environments, highlights the need for vigilant fault detection to prevent unforeseen downtimes and 

reduce subsequent repair costs. Early fault diagnosis is crucial in this context. A systematic approach 

to diagnosing faults in asynchronous motors involves the application of signal processing 

techniques, particularly utilizing the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The FFT, as a mathematical 

tool, enables a comprehensive analysis of signals, facilitating the identification and isolation of their 

frequency components. Monitoring the frequency components within a motor's signal provides a 

means to determine the existence and severity of faults. FFT analysis allows for the monitoring of 

four distinct categories of harmonics: time harmonics (TH), rotor slot harmonics (RSH), rotor bar 

fault harmonics (RBFH), and eccentricity fault harmonics (EFH). Each type of harmonic offers 

valuable insights into specific fault categories. Empirical evidence, drawn from experimental 

results, emphasizes the heightened sensitivity of rotor slot harmonics (RSH) in detecting stator 

faults. Continuous monitoring of the RSH frequency component enables the prompt detection and 

localization of stator faults, along with an assessment of their severity. Additionally, this diagnostic 

methodology proves effective in identifying micro short-circuits between stator coils, allowing for 
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a proactive strategy in predictive maintenance. This proactive approach enables anticipatory part 

replacement before degradation progresses to the point of causing comprehensive failure in the 

production chain. The combination of FFT-based signal processing and harmonic analysis 

establishes a robust framework for the early detection and localization of faults in asynchronous 

motors within industrial settings. This contributes to enhanced operational reliability and efficiency, 

ultimately ensuring smoother industrial processes. 

Keywords: Inter-Turns. Motor induction. FFT. Time harmonics. Slots rotor harmonics. Eccentricity 

fault harmonics. Rotor bar fault harmonics. 

 

1. Introduction  

Diagnosis plays a pivotal role in ensuring the reliability, safety, and efficiency of electric power 

systems. Timely identification and resolution of issues contribute to minimizing outage impact, 

reducing costs, and enhancing overall grid performance. Research efforts, particularly in 

engineering, have been dedicated to advancing diagnostic tools and techniques. Notably, the 

exploration of sophisticated diagnostic methods, including the application of machine learning 

algorithms such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) and Support Vector Machines (SVMs), has 

gained substantial attention for analyzing extensive datasets and identifying patterns indicative of 

faults or anomalies (Almounajjed et al., 2022;  Bilal Djamal Eddine et al., 2020; Cherif et al., 2020; 

Senthil Kumar et al.., 2022; Tian et al., 2022). 

Consideration of harmonics in the Finite Element Method (FMM) and flux density distribution 

is crucial. Advanced modeling techniques incorporating harmonic effects, alongside diagnostic 

tools capable of detecting and analyzing these harmonics, enhance the accuracy of results and 

improve the real-world performance and reliability of squirrel-cage induction motors (Abdelhak et 

al., 2022; Boucherma et al., 2006; Devanneaux et al., 2003; Năvrăpescu et al., 2010; Saad et al., 

2014) 

The Harmonic Phase Vector Pattern Analysis (HPVPA) technique, employed for condition 

monitoring and fault diagnosis of rotating machinery, has demonstrated effectiveness in various 

studies. A comparative analysis, comparing HPVPA with other diagnostic techniques, becomes 

instrumental in evaluating its performance in fault detection and diagnosis in induction motors, 

thereby validating its efficacy and highlighting potential advantages over alternative methods (Allal 

& al., 2019). 

The Park–Hilbert (PVSMP-H) method utilizes the Hilbert transform to acquire complex voltage 

and current components, extracting spatial information for fault diagnosis in stator windings. 

Advanced diagnostic techniques like PVSMP-H contribute to early fault detection in induction 

motors, preventing the escalation of more severe issues (Sahraoui et al., 2014). Similarly, the Park's 

Vector Product Approach (PVPA) utilizes Park's vector transformation for obtaining complex 

voltage and current components in stator and rotor windings. This method calculates the vector 

product between stator and rotor currents, providing a diagnostic index for early fault detection 

(Allal & Chetate, 2016). 

Researchers analyze various harmonics, such as time harmonics (TH), space harmonics (SH), 

rotor slot harmonics (RSH), rotor bar fault harmonics (RBFH), and eccentricity fault harmonics 

(EFH), comparing different diagnostic techniques. Evaluation metrics include sensitivity, 

specificity, accuracy, and false positive rate. Comparative studies in induction motor fault diagnosis 

are integral, aiding in the identification of the most effective techniques (Allal & al., 2020). 
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A study emphasizing the advantages of using residual values for fault detection discusses their 

ability to identify subtle deviations from normal operating conditions, showcasing effectiveness 

through comparison with other diagnostic techniques. Utilizing residual values of various harmonics 

represents a significant advancement in induction motor fault diagnosis, allowing for more sensitive 

and accurate fault detection (Allal & al., 2021). 

This study aims to identify the most sensitive harmonic for detecting stator faults in induction 

motors through a comparative analysis of four harmonics, potentially including time harmonics 

(TH), space harmonics (SH), rotor slot harmonics (RSH), and rotor bar fault harmonics (RBFH). 

The findings have the potential to contribute significantly to the field of induction motor fault 

diagnosis, enhancing reliability and performance in diverse industrial applications. 

 

2. Methodology 

2.1  Harmonics of the induction machines stator current 

The air gap field of an Induction Motor (IM) exhibits various discrete space harmonics when 

subjected to sinusoidal voltage. The subsequent analysis operates under the assumption that these 

harmonics in the air gap flux result from the interaction between harmonic Magnetomotive Force 

(MMF) waves and the presence of an air gap. In this context, the focus is specifically on harmonics 

originating from rotor slotting, referred to as Rotor Slot Harmonics (RSHs). Studies indicate that 

Rotor Slot Harmonics (RSHs) manifest in the stator line current of a well-functioning machine at 

frequencies delineated by established frequency values (Boucherma et al., 2006). 
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k : positive integer, “1”: fundamental harmonic, s : slip, rN : rotor slot number, p : pole pairs 

number, and sf : fundamental supply frequency. 

A balanced voltage system powering a stator winding consisting of three identical coils is 

implied in this statement in regards to a three-phase induction motor, it is important to identify only 

the currents produced when the harmonic order is odd and not a multiple of three. The only RSH 

that can be detected is one whose order falls under one of the following settings (Boucherma et al., 

2006).  
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Where:  Positive integer and G: harmonics detected set. 

In practical scenarios, it is not unusual to encounter different levels of statoric imbalance in 

induction motors. This imbalance can originate from various factors, including irregularities in 

voltage supply, residual asymmetry in stator windings, or problems with neutral connections. As a 

consequence of these factors, all harmonics, including those with multiple orders of three, can be 

present in the current spectrum. 
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In a properly operating induction motor with a squirrel cage rotor, the stator current typically 

consists of two distinct sets of harmonics: 

• Time Harmonics (THs) series of frequency (Boucherma et al., 2006). 

( ) sTH hfhf =  or   
shfTH =  (3)  

• Rotor slots (RSHs) harmonics series of frequency (Boucherma et al., 2006). 
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Where, h is the time harmonic order, h=1,3,5, and k = 1,2,3,4, …. 

There may be additional harmonics present in the stator current of an induction motor, including 

rotor bar fault harmonics (RBFHs) and eccentricity fault harmonics (EFHs), as mentioned in the 

question. Harmonics can function as valuable diagnostic tools for identifying and pinpointing motor 

faults and design deficiencies, as they frequently underlie these issues. In a properly functioning 

induction motor with a squirrel cage rotor, there are two more sets of harmonics present in the stator 

current: 

• Series of Rotor Bar Fault Harmonics (RBFHs) of Frequency (Allal & Chetate, 2019). 

( )skhfRBFH ,, = ( ) sfksh .2   or    ( ) sfkshR .2=
   (5) 

  

• Series of Eccentricity Fault Harmonics (EFHs) of Various Frequencies (Abdelhak et al., 2022; 

Allal & Chetate, 2019; Boucherma et al., 2006; Devanneaux et al., 2003; Năvrăpescu et al., 

2010; Saad et al., 2014). 
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  fr = 24 Hz, it is the rotation frequency as shown in Table 1. 

 

2.2 Eccentricity Fault Harmonics (EFHs) series of Various Frequencies 

A phase currents are the subject of the subsequent analysis. The fundamental and all current 

harmonics serve as the foundation for the mathematical calculations in this case. Which is why, in 

a perfect scenario, Abdelhak et al., (2022), Allal & Chetate, (2019), Boucherma et al., (2006); 

Devanneaux et al., (2003), Năvrăpescu et al., (2010) and Saad et al., (2014) provides the current 

value at a specific moment in time flowing through the stator phase A. 

( ) ( )tfIti sFsa 2coshealthy
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Equations (1) - (6) encompass the summation of harmonics. FI


 Denoting the peak current of 

the fundamental component (or the time harmonic with a value of 1) of the phase supply, this 

equation is derived from (Allal & Chetate, 2019). 
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,  The variables m=1,3,5,7,7,9,… n=1,2,3,4,…, and t  

correspond to real-time measurements in seconds. The equation represents the maximum current in 

amperes for Time Harmonics (TH), Rotor Slot Harmonics (RSH), Rotor Bar Fault Harmonics 

(RBFH), and Eccentricity Fault Harmonics (EFH), respectively, under healthy functioning 

conditions, as illustrated in Table 2, Figure. 2, and Figure. 3. In the context of this study, slip 

exhibited only a slight increase during failure. Consequently, the following equation for the stator 

current was derived in the case of stator or rotor faults: 
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in the case of a fault, and 
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3. Results analysis 

3.1  Experimental investigation 

The approach for assessing harmonics underwent testing through experimental experiments 

conducted on three electric motors. The outcomes of these experiments are detailed in the 

subsequent sections 3.2 sample frequency of 10,000 Hz and an acquisition time of 10 seconds were 

utilized, yielding a total of 100,000 samples. The frequency resolution was determined using Eq. 

(10), which involves dividing the sampling frequency by the number of samples. 

                                                        Hz
tf

f
f
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e 1.0
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==                                                       (10)  

3.2  Experiment 

The experimental setup comprises an 11kW Induction Motor (IM) motor (3), a DC generator 

(1) linked to a variable resistive load through a mechanical coupling to ensure speed 

synchronization, as depicted in Figure 1. The load can be adjusted by altering the overall resistance 

value using switches, thereby converting the drawn current into thermal energy. The system is 

interfaced with a Rheostat for limiting short circuit current (2) and features a current sensor (4). The 

resulting data is recorded by a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO 4039) (5) and stored on a flash 

disk in the form of matrix tables containing current data for the three phases and an acquisition time 

of 10 seconds. Subsequently, the data undergoes processing using Matlab software to obtain the 

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the stator current, enabling the visualization of different harmonics 

for subsequent analysis. Table 1 provides a summary of the characteristics of the electric motor 

employed in the experiment. 
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Figure 1. Collecting data for stator current signals (Induction Motor). 

 

 

Table 1. Induction motor specifications. 

 
 

Table 2 displays the characteristic frequencies of various harmonics. We have specifically 

chosen three harmonics with the most sensitive frequency range between 0-100 Hz, highlighted in 

blue on the graphs. Additionally, we have documented the amplitude values of these harmonics 

during the operation of a healthy motor under low and full load conditions, represented in red on 

Figures 2 and 3. 

Within this range, we can visualize only: 

• The Time Harmonic (TH) with h=1 and a characteristic frequency of 50 Hz. This frequency 

remains constant regardless of slip, indicating independence from load variations (whether 

operating at low load or full load). Series of Rotor Bar Fault Harmonics RBFH whose 

characteristic frequencies can be visualized in this range with (h=1 and k=2), 

• A series of Eccentricity Fault Harmonics (EFH) with characteristic frequencies that can be 

observed in this range, specifically with (h=1 and k=1). 
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Table 1. Sensitivity of various harmonics to an inter-turn short circuit of 12%. 

 
 

 

3.3  Analysis of FFT Spectrum under Low and Full Load 

To analyze the stator current of the motor, the initial step involves determining the values of 

slip, which are contingent on the load. Once slip is established, the characteristic frequencies of each 

harmonic type can be calculated using general formulas outlined in detail in Figure 2. The position 

of each harmonic on the abscissa axis can then be readily determined through a straightforward 

mathematical calculation. Upon identifying the frequencies of the harmonics, the amplitudes of each 

harmonic can be assessed. It is crucial to note that the amplitudes of different harmonic types may 

exhibit variations depending on whether the motor is operating in a healthy state or with a stator 

fault. The disparity in amplitude values between healthy and faulty operation constitutes the 

sensitivity of the harmonic, as illustrated in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 

To pinpoint the most sensitive harmonic with the highest amplitude values, it is necessary to 

calculate the average value of the sensitivity at low load and full load. This process facilitates the 

detection of the specific harmonic most affected by the stator fault, serving as a diagnostic tool to 

identify the location and severity of the fault. In essence, this approach enables effective condition 

monitoring and fault diagnosis of the motor. 
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Figure 2. FFT spectrum for low load: (a)   Healthy IM, and (b) faulty IM with 12 % of inter turn 

short circuit in phase A. 

 

Figure 3.  FFT spectrum for full load: (a)   Healthy IM, and (b) faulty IM with 12 % of inter 

turn short circuit in phase A. 
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3.4  Calculation of the average sensitivity amplitude 

The amplitude of the average sensitivity is calculated as the average difference between the 

amplitudes of the healthy operating regime and the operating regime with a stator fault, under both 

full load and low load conditions. 
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( )
A

fS  The amplitude of the average sensitivity. 

( )
F

fA  The harmonics amplitude of the regime with fault. 

( )
H

fA  The amplitude of the harmonics with healthy regime.  

 

Based on the information presented in Figure 4, it can be observed that the harmonics RSH-, 

RSH+, RBFH-, RBFH+, and EFH- exhibit a relatively low sensitivity, with negative values. The 

TH and EFH+ harmonics, on the other hand, show excellent sensitivity (positive sensitivity). 

The harmonic of time TH has the highest sensitivity, making it the ideal diagnostic criterion for 

stator defects. 

The stator current signal data for any phase can be obtained using a single Hall Effect current 

sensor, as demonstrated in Figures 4 and 5. Real-time calculation of linear FFT can be performed 

from the motor power supply. The digital data of the linear FFT in the healthy condition 

corresponding to the motor's load, estimated slip, and operating conditions can be collected. A 

distinction is made between the healthy amplitude of the harmonic over time and its actual 

amplitude. The spectral sweep identifies two potentials scenarios: 

(1) No fault exists if there are no harmonics;   

(2) Faults exist, if there are harmonics. 

The motor operation in the production line is managed according to the severity of the fault, i.e., 

whether it needs immediate repair or can be deferred until a scheduled shutdown. 

 

 
Figure 4.  Average sensitivity of the different harmonics. 
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3.5  Time Harmonic Fault Detection 

To automate the monitoring of the system, the flowchart in Figure 5 is followed. The first step 

involves acquiring the stator phase current data, which is then subjected to FFT analysis in real-

time. The next step is to calculate the difference between the real-time amplitude and the amplitude 

obtained from the database for healthy motor operation under the specific load conditions, 

determined by the slip value. The residual spectrum is then scanned to check for the presence of 

residual harmonics, which can indicate the presence of a fault in the motor. The severity of the fault 

is determined based on the database, and if no residual harmonics are detected, the motor is 

considered to be in a healthy condition. This automated process streamlines the monitoring of the 

system and facilitates the early detection of faults in the motor. 

 
 

Figure 5.  Flowchart for Time Harmonic Fault Detection. 

 

3.5  Discussion 

According to Table 2 and Figure 4, the comparison between different harmonics has led to the 

discovery that the diagnosis of stator faults is more effective with the time harmonic of the 

fundamental than the other harmonics. It is also promising that real-time monitoring of this 

harmonic can provide more information on the severity of the fault, allowing for better decision-

making in terms of emergency stops versus scheduled stops. Predicting faults through real-time 

monitoring can definitely reduce unscheduled stops and provide economic advantages, especially 

in a competitive market where production continuity is crucial. It is important to continue 

monitoring and analyzing the performance of the system to ensure that it is functioning optimally 

and to identify any potential faults before they can cause significant damage or downtime. 
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According to Figure 4, the time harmonic is the most sensitive, and it can be used for programming 

our automation system. The frequency of the time harmonic remains constant at 50 Hz, regardless 

of the load variation, making it easy and simple to program the system. 

 

4. Conclusion 

The results of this study underscore the significance of signal processing from a single current 

sensor in power supply lines for analyzing variations in the amplitude of the fundamental time 

harmonic. This approach facilitates real-time monitoring and diagnosis of stator faults in motors, 

offering benefits such as continuous machine operation monitoring, and precise detection of fault 

types based on characteristic frequencies and accurate determination of fault severity by analyzing 

amplitude differences. Real-time diagnosis not only enables early fault detection but also allows for 

predictive maintenance, crucial for ensuring production continuity in a competitive market. This 

proactive approach minimizes unplanned downtime and production losses, leading to substantial 

cost savings and improved overall system reliability. In summary, leveraging real-time monitoring 

and diagnosis of harmonic faults provides a strategic advantage, reducing downtime, enhancing 

system reliability, and optimizing production processes for businesses in a competitive market. 
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